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Keyless Infrastructure Security Solution (KISS)
Secure transactive energy exchanges using block chain
Mitigation of External-exposure of Energy Delivery System Equipment (MEEDS)
Prevent utility’s inadvertent exposure on internet with enhanced Shodan
Research Exploring Malware in Energy DeliverY Systems (REMEDYS)
Define unified organizational response to malware [vendor-res archers]
Software Defined Networking for Energy Delivery Systems (SDN4EDS)
SDN reference architecture to deploy secure networks
Safe & Secure Autonomous Scanning Solution for EDS (SSASS-E)
Develop a prototype OT continuous vulnerability scanner 
Universal Utility Data Exchange (UUDEX)
Develop modern/secure/flexible communication between control centers
New Innovations: 
PNNL Led CEDS Projects Overview 
1-3 Year Projects Awarded in 2018
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A Strategic Engagement between the DOE, DoD, and the Energy Sector (SEDD) 
DoD Installation Energy Resiliency Pilot Program 
Demonstration installations of Software Defined Networking at numerous sites
Secure Design and Development Maturity Model (SD2M2) for EDS
Assessing vendors on how their secure product lifecycle compares to best practices
Risk Quantification Analysis   
A tool to judge a relative risk reduction of new mitigations utilizing attack trees and substation 
architecture
Cybersecurity for Distance Relay Protection
A technical review of communications needed by protective relays – understanding if some of the 
communications can be removed without impacting functionality to reduce risk
New Innovations: 
PNNL Led CEDS Projects Overview 
1-3 Year Projects Awarded so far in 2019
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Verification and Validation Assuring Reliability and Security (VARS)
Develop a V&V framework to be a one-stop shop that guides risk-informed testing to minimize 
vulnerabilities and reduce risk
Geospatial Visualization to Enable Asymmetric Response and Situational Awareness
Reduce the cognitive burden on the analyst to identify cyber-threats to the grid and, in turn, enable 
them to make faster decisions and act more quickly
Analytic Integration Framework for the Big Data Platform
Integrate OT data sources, models, analytics and visualizations using a holistic approach for rapid 
mitigation of cyberattacks
New Innovations: 
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